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Abstract. Service mediation provides an effective way to integrate a
service requester and a service provider, by reconciling the mismatches
between the two. The techniques to assess the mediation degrees of ser-
vices, to analyze irreconcilable mismatches, and to provide resolutions for
irreconcilable behavioral mismatches are therefore essential. To address
these challenges, we introduce in this paper two quantifiable metrics,
called service mediatability and modification complexity, to evaluate the
feasibility and complexity of mediating a requester and a service. We
also propose a pattern-based approach for analyzing service behaviors
that cannot be automatically mediated. We further offer resolutions for
each irreconcilable mismatch pattern, which help developers to adjust
and improve the service behaviors to fulfill the interaction requirements.

1 Introduction

In order to interact seamlessly, a service requester and a Web service should be
compatible both in signature and in behavior [3]. Service mediation is a feasi-
ble technique to deal with incompatible services by introducing extra compo-
nents such as service mediators (or adaptors) [11]. Most existing approaches for
Web service mediation only focus on how to synthesize service mediators semi-
automatically or automatically in the case when services could be mediated. If
there are irreconcilable mismatches, the services are simply considered as “not
mediatable” and no further solution can be taken for mediation.

However, in practice, interactions among many services may not be fully me-
diated due to irreconcilable mismatches. Therefore, it is of great significance for
analyzing and resolving irreconcilable mismatches between Web services. On the
one hand, the irreconcilable information could be readily applied to measure i)
the mediation degree of a given service and ii) the difficulty degree in amend-
ing the service request for a service mediation. Since there are usually multiple
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candidate services available for a specific request, such a measurement could
be extremely useful for selecting the most suitable service with low cost. On
the other hand, the irreconcilable information could also be used as a guide to
modify the service request in order to mediate some selected Web services.

This paper focuses on services that could not be automatically mediated and
advances the fundamental understanding on Web services mediation by propos-
ing an approach for analyzing and assessing the irreconcilable behaviors of Web
services. The main contributions of our work include: i) the concept of mediata-
bility enabling a quantifiable measurement of mediation degrees between services,
ii) a pattern-based method for analyzing service behaviors that cannot be me-
diated, iii) the corresponding solution for each irreconcilable pattern, and iv) a
research prototype based on the proposed approach.

2 Mediation Degree Assessment for Service Interactions

Our proposed procedure for assessing the mediation degrees of services is il-
lustrated in Fig. 1. First, the mediation model is constructed after defining the
service and message mapping. Next, the mediation model is checked for verifying
the existence of the mediator and calculating the mediatability of the services.
Finally, if a service is mediatable, the corresponding mediator protocol will be
automatically synthesized. Otherwise, a pattern-based analysis of the irreconcil-
able mismatches between the requester and the service will be conducted.

Fig. 1. The procedure of the proposed approach

2.1 Defining Service and Message Mapping

Definition 1. (Service).A service is defined as a triple: S=(Min,Mout,P):

– Min is the finite set of messages that are received by service S, and Mout

is the finite set of messages that are sent by the service;
– P is the interaction protocol of service S �.

We adopt the process concept in Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP)
[4] to model a service protocol. The language of CSP used in this paper is given
in [8]. Message mapping indicates the message correlations between two services.
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Definition 2. (Message Mapping). Let interactive services be SA=(MA
in,

MA
out,PA) and SB=(MB

in,MB
out,PB), the message mapping between them com-

prises two sets: Map<A,B> and Map<B,A>.

– Map<A,B>={synthi(mr,MD)|mr∈MB
in,MD⊆MA

out, 1≤ i≤n} is a set of
mapping rules from MA

out to MB
in. mr is a receiving message of service SB

and MD is the set of sending messages of service SA. synthi is the mapping
function to construct mr from MD;

– Similarly, Map<B,A> is a set of mapping rules from MB
out to MA

in �.

Based on the provided message mapping, we can apply behavior checking
methods to determine whether irreconcilable mismatches exist. The mediation
model specifies how two services exchange messages through a mediator, which
could be automatically constructed based on message mapping.

Definition 3. (Mediation Model). Let interactive service protocols be PA

and PB, the mediation model between them is: [Pipes||(PA
M ||PB

M )], where:

– Pipes = (||i≤nPipe mi), here n is the number of the target messages defined
in the message mapping. For each synthi(mr,MD), there exists a corre-
sponding message pipe Pipe mi and its behavior is described as: Pipe mi =
(||j≤lleft?mdj) → synthi → right!mr → SKIP where mdj∈MD, l is the
number of source messages that mr depends on. A message pipe receives
data with its left channel and writes the result message to the right channel.

– PA
M and PB

M are processes that in charge of reading messages from or writing
messages into the corresponding pipes, which could be constructed from PA

and PB respectively by replacing corresponding events based on the rules:
• ∀!m ∈ αPA(or αPB), if m is a source message in the message mapping,
!m ⇒ (||i≤nPipe mi.left!m). Here n is the number of target messages
that depend on m. Otherwise, !m ⇒ WriteNull. WriteNull is used to
indicate that there is no specified reception for the sending message.

• ∀?m ∈ αPA(or αPB), if m is a target message in the message mapping,
?m⇒Pipe m.right?m. Otherwise, ?m ⇒ ReadNull. Likewise, we use
ReadNull event to represent the required message could not be sent by
the partner service. �

We use the deadlock process concept in CSP to check the existence of mediator
and locate the irreconcilable mismatches. To automatically perform the checking
process, we further improve the algorithm in [9] to quantify the mediation degree
of a service.

2.2 Calculating Mediatability

In order to check the mediation model for verifying the mediator existence and
calculating the mediatability, we use algebraic laws of non-deterministic choice
(�) to obtain interaction paths, which represent possible interactive processes
between two services in a certain interaction with the aid of the mediator. Due
to space constraints, the details of the algebraic laws are described in [8].
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Definition 4. (Interaction Path). Suppose the standard forms of non-deter-
ministic choice of PA

M and PB
M are (pA1 � pA2 � ... � pAn ) and (pB1 � pB2 � ... � pBl )

respectively, the behavior of PA
M ||PB

M is: (pA1 ||pB1 ) � (pA1 ||pB2 ) � ... � (pA1 ||pBl ) �
(pA2 ||pB1 )� ...�(pAn ||pBl ). Each non-deterministic branch sub-protocol of PA

M ||PB
M ,

(pA1 ||pB1 ), (pA1 ||pB2 ),..., (pAn ||pBl ), is a interaction path between PA
M and PB

M . �

Algorithm 1 shows the procedure to check and record the deadlock events of
each interaction path between the requester and the provided service. Function
move is invoked alternately to traverse all events of the input sub-protocols (line
2). The return value of function move has four types. NoMove indicates no event
is checked during this invocation, while Moved means some events have been
checked in the invocation. SKIP indicates the checking is finished and ReadNull
means a ReadNull is encountered.

Algorithm 1. Deadlock Event Checking

Input: a sub-protocol of PRequester
M : p1, a sub-protocol of PService

M : p2

Output: the deadlock event set: events
1. while (true) do
2. result1:= move (p1), result2 := move (p2);
3. if (result1 = ReadNull ∨ result2 = ReadNull)
4. if (result1 = ReadNull) record (events, p1); end if
5. if (result2 = ReadNull) record (events, p2); end if
6. else if (result1 = NoMove ∧ result2 = NoMove)
7. record (events, p2); record (events, p1);
8. else if (result1 = NoMove ∧ result2 = SKIP)
9. record (events, p1);
10. else if (result2 = NoMove ∧ result1 = SKIP)
11 record (events, p2);
12. else if (result1 = SKIP ∧ result2 = SKIP)
13. return events;
14. end if
15. end while

If either result1 or result2 is ReadNull (line 3), or both of them cannot move
forward (return NoMove, line 6), the corresponding events can cause a deadlock
and should be recorded (i.e., the function record). In order to check the remaining
parts of p1 and p2, we assume the deadlock is resolved and continue the algorithm
(line 2). It is noted that the checking is performed from the perspective of the
requester. In the scenario when both p1 (i.e., the requester) and p2 (i.e., the
service) return NoMove (line 6), the corresponding event in p2 firstly will be
resolved (line 7). If either result is SKIP and the other result is NoMove (line
8 and line 10), all of the remaining events in the corresponding protocol will be
recorded. If both result1 and result2 are SKIP (line 12), the checking procedure
is finished. Algorithm 2 shows the details on function move.

Based on the recording of the deadlock events, we can calculate the mediata-
bility between the requester and the service. The mediatability of one interaction
path is computed as follows:

MDpath = 1− (Ndeadlocks

Ntotal
) (1)

where Ndeadlocks is the number of the recorded deadlock events and Ntotal

is the number of all receiving events in the interaction path. If Ntotal is 0,
(Ndeadlocks

Ntotal
) should be 0. Clearly, the value of the mediatability of one interaction

path lies in the range of 0 and 1.
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Algorithm 2. Move

Input: a protocol to be checked: p
Output: the checking result: result
1. if (isSequential(p)) 26. else if (isExternalChoice(p))
2. for each subSequentialProtocol pi do 27. for each subChoiceProtocol pi do
3. result := move(pi); 28. if (isChosen(pi))
4. if (result=SKIP) 29. return move(pi);
5. hasMoved := true; 30. end if
6. else if (result=ReadNull) 31. return NoMove;
7. return ReadNull; 32. end for
8. else if (hasMoved=true∨result=Moved)
9. return Moved; 33. else
10. else return NoMove; 34. for each event ai do
11. end if 35. if (isWriting(ai))
12. end for 36. writePipe(ai);
13. return SKIP ; 37. hasMoved := true;

38. else if (isReading(ai))
14. else if (isParallel(p)) 39. if (canRead(ai))
15. for each subParallelProtocol pi do 40. hasMoved := true;
16. resulti := move(pi); 41. else if (hasMoved)
17. end for 42. return Moved;
18. if (all resulti = SKIP) 43. else return NoMove;
19. return SKIP ; 44. end if
20. else if (∃ resulti = ReadNull) 45. else if (ai = ReadNull)
21. return ReadNull; 46. return ReadNull;
22. else if (∃ resulti = Moved) 47. end if
23. return Moved; 48. end for
24. end if 49. return SKIP ;
25. return NoMove; 50. end if

The mediatability between the requester and the service is calculated using:

MDservice = (
n

Σ
i=1

MDi
path)/n (2)

Here MDi
path is the mediatability of pathi in the mediation model and n is

the number of the interaction paths. Larger values of the mediatability indicate
fewer deadlock events and higher mediation degrees.

2.3 Analyzing Irreconcilable Mismatches

We present here a pattern-based method to further analyze the irreconcilable
behaviors. A mismatch pattern refers to those mismatches that can be reused to
identify the irreconcilable behaviors between services.

The mismatch patterns identified in this paper and their corresponding re-
solving method are presented in Table 1. The interactions between the requester
and the service with these mismatches could not be achieved through automated
mediation method, but only through manual efforts to modify the protocol and
construct the mediator. It is noted that the cost on modifying the requester pro-
tocol may be very different. For example, patterns 2 and 4 need the requester
to improve and offer more interactive messages or branches, the cost involved
will be higher than that of patterns 1 and 5. Since mediatability only measures
the quantity of the deadlock events that need to be modified, and cannot reflect
the cost and difficulty of the modification, we introduce another metric, named
modification complexity. The modification complexity of each atomic operation,
valued between 0 and 1, is listed in Table 2.
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Table 1. Irreconcilable mismatch patterns

ID Name Description Illustration
Checking

Resolving Method
Method

1

M
is
si
n
g

R
e
q
u
e
st
e
r
M

e
ss
a
g
e

The service can
not send a mes-
sage that the re-
quester expects
to receive.

The deadlock
events that are
recorded when
result1 is Read-
Null.

The requester deletes
the corresponding
event.

2

M
is
si
n
g

S
e
rv

ic
e
M

e
ss
a
g
e

The requester
can not send a
message that
the service ex-
pects to receive.

The deadlock
events that are
recorded when
result2 is Read-
Null.

The requester adds
the corresponding
event to provide the
required message.

3

Ir
re
c
o
n
c
il
a
b
le

O
rd

e
ri
n
g
M

is
m
a
tc
h

The message
ordering mis-
match that
leads to a circu-
lar dependency.

The deadlock
events that are
recorded when
result1 andresult2
are NoMove.

The requester
switches the ordering
of the messages.

4

M
is
si
n
g
C
h
o
ic
e

B
ra

n
ch

in
R
e
q
u
e
st
e
r

The entire
choice branch
in the service
protocol has no
counterpart.

The deadlock
events belong to
a choice branch
of the service and
the start event
of the branch is
WriteNull.

The requester pro-
vides the required
choice branch.

5

M
is
si
n
g
C
h
o
ic
e

B
ra

n
ch

in
S
e
rv

ic
e

The entire
choice branch
in the requester
protocol has no
counterpart.

The deadlock
events belong to
a choice branch
of the requester
and the start event
of the branch is
WriteNull.

The requester deletes
the required choice
branch.

6

M
is
si
n
g
L
o
o
p

in
R
e
q
u
e
st
e
r

A loop struc-
ture in the
service proto-
col interacts
with a non-loop
structure in
the requester
protocol.

When p2 ends
with the loop flag
while p1 ends
with SKIP, the
receiving events in
the loop structure
would be recorded.

The requester changes
the non-loop structure
into the loop struc-
ture.

7

M
is
si
n
g
L
o
o
p

in
S
e
rv

ic
e

A loop struc-
ture in the re-
quester protocol
interacts with a
non-loop struc-
ture in the ser-
vice protocol.

When p1 ends
with the loop flag
while p2 ends
with SKIP, the
receiving events in
the loop structure
would be recorded.

The requester changes
the loop structure into
the non-loop struc-
ture.
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Table 2. Modification Complexities of Atomic Operations

Operation Patterns Complexity

Add an event Pattern 2 and 4 0.8
Delete an event Pattern 1 and 5 0.4

Change the ordering of an event Pattern 3 0.6
Change the execution times of an event Pattern 6 and 7 0.6

Furthermore, the complexity of the control structure makes it difficult to
modify the protocol, which should be also considered in calculating the overall
modification complexity of the requester protocol. The formulas of calculating
complexities for structural operators are shown in Table 3. The recursive struc-
ture involves a decision event and are executed multiple times. For the choice
structures, the influence of the modification on other branches should be con-
sidered. In parallel structure, the execution of different branches should be syn-
chronized. Therefore, these structures introduce extra difficulties to the protocol
modification, and the corresponding weights are assigned to them.

Table 3. Complexity Formulas for Control Structures

Operator Formula Weight

→ MCa→P = MCa + MCP
� MCP1�P2...�Pn

= W� ∗ (MCP1 +MCP2 + ...+MCPn ) W� = 1 + (n-1)/n

	 MCP1�P2...�Pn = W� ∗ (MCP1 +MCP2 + ...+MCPn ) W� = 1 + (n-1)/n

; MCP1;P2...;Pn = MCP1 + MCP2 + ...+ MCPn

|| MCP1||P2...||Pn = W|| ∗ (MCP1 +MCP2 + ...+MCPn ) W|| = 1.2

µX · F(P;X ) MCµX·F(P;X) = WX ∗ MCP WX = 1.5

3 Prototype Implementation and the Related Work

We have implemented a prototype system to validate the approach proposed in
this paper. It provides editors to graphically specify the service protocol and edit
the message mapping rules. It also provides facilities for the mediator existence
checking. The interface of the prototype system is developed based on the Eclipse
Plug-in technique and wrapped into an Eclipse Rich Client Platform (RCP)
application. Due to space constraints, we will not give the details. Interested
readers are referred to [8].

The works [1,6] analyze the possible types of mismatches between services
and propose mediation patterns for developing mediators. [2,10,11] focus on au-
tomatic synthesis of mediator protocols. [5] adds semantic dependency relation-
ship in the service description and presents a general process to derive concrete
mediators from mediator specifications. However, none of these works analyzes
the irreconcilable behaviors that lead to failure of mediated service interaction.

Nezhad et al. [7] provide some evidences that help to construct missing mes-
sages, and a very recent work by Zhou et al. [12] computes the number of irrec-
oncilable interaction paths using a mechanism called walk computation. In this
paper, we go a step further by focusing on quantitative assessment of media-
tion degree and modification complexity, pattern-based irreconcilable behavior
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analysis, and mismatch resolution. Our proposed approach takes irreconcilable
services into consideration when selecting Web services, thus increasing the range
of candidate services. The resolutions for the irreconcilable patterns also reduce
the complexity of manual adjustment for mediated service interactions.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we advance the existing works on service mediation by proposing an
approach to analyze and measure the irreconcilable behaviors for service
mediation, including a quantifiable metric for measuring mediation degrees, a
pattern-basedmethod for mismatch analysis, a set of resolutions for irreconcilable
patterns, and a further metric for measuring complexity and cost of modification
in service mediation. Our proposed approach, particularly the two metrics, can
also help developers in Web services selection. Our future work will extend the
approach to support more complicated processes and investigate techniques de-
veloped by semantic Web initiatives to automate the service mediation process.
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